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A tight race to the starting line with IBM as
the leader of the pack.
Opinion and summary

Cognitive Insights Rail

This is the introductory “Quantum Quadrant” by Estrapadus, LLC - its goal is to
bring process and metrics to the quantum computing vendor landscape to help
better understand and distinguish the various providers of Quantum Computing
hardware.

A cognitive analysis of
Google news for the past 2
months around “Quantum
Computing” shows 77%
positive sentiment and
22% negative sentiment

This is an increase in
positive sentiment over an
increasingly large dataset,
showing the generally high
expectations for quantum
computing.
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As you surely have already implied from the title of this inaugural Quantum
Quadrant, this is by no means a “winners podium” but much rather a race to the
starting line. Like Quantum Computing, this initial Quantum Quadrant is noisy,
imperfect and by all means a work in progress. Yet, we firmly believe, that it
structures and assesses the many vendors in a more objective and constructive
fashion. And much like a sailboat race, half of which is won during the race to
the starting line, we view this Quantum Quadrant as a take on who is in the race,
what is their strategy, what equipment they work with and what their odds are
of making it to the starting line, and potentially be a leader in the real race that
will come down the line.

TO READ THE FULL REPORT
SUBSCRIBE AT
WWW.ESTRAPADUS.COM
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An analysis of Google
Trends shows a steady
volume of searches for the
top quantum computer
vendors.

Significant
spikes
are
observed and associated
with major announcements.
IBM receives about triple
the search queries than the
other major competitors,
hence sentiment expressed
on IBM is more reliable.
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General Disclosures
This report has been prepared by owner’s and employees of Estrapadus, LLC in NYC, NY, USA. Estrapadus, LLC
operates under the highest standards of conduct and aims to provide a fact and data driven, transparent and
honest opinion and assessment. Estrapadus, LLC does not take any payments, sponsorship or fees from any of
the vendors or companies mentioned in this report, unless explicitly noted. Estrapadus, LLC or its owners do not
have any economic interest in any of the vendors or companies mentioned in this report.

This report is provided to you for informational purposes only. This report is not, and is not to be construed as, an
offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any securities and/or commodity futures contracts. Or engage in any
form of business dealings with any of the vendors or companies mentioned in this report. The information and
opinions contained herein have been compiled or arrived at from sources believed reliable, however, Estrapadus,
LLC makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to their accuracy or completeness. Any opinions
expressed herein are those of the author(s) and are subject to change without notice and may differ or be
contrary from the opinions expressed otherwise.
Estrapadus, LLC does not accept any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use
of this report or its contents.
Reports published by Estrapadus, LLC are available electronically via w
 ww.estrapadus.com as a subscription or
by license. This report and all the information, opinions, and conclusions contained in it are protected by
copyright. This report may not be reproduced in whole or in part, or referred to in any manner whatsoever, nor
may the information, opinions, and conclusions contained in it be referred to without the prior express consent of
Estrapadus, LLC.
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